


Paddling out to the peak at dawn, walking through 

the woods in search of a new break, having a chat 

about the session around the campfire at sunset…  

EARTH Surf is much more than just surfing.  

It is a way of life, in close interaction with nature, 

where exploration and adventure prevail on 

performance under the spotlight. It is taking you 

back to the essence of free surfing, be as one with 

the environment and take this whole journey as an 

escape from the outside world, fun and relaxing, 

Deep into Nature.

At EARTH Surf, our mantra Deep into Nature translates in the way we behave and in the 
way we built every board in our range. Our board is the only tool we use to engage and 
interact with our surroundings. We feel the same principles that guide us in our daily 
lives should be applied to the equipment we build and use.

Our new EARTH Surf range uses techniques and materials that respect the 
environment in which they are used:
 Flax fiber
 Paulownia wood
 Matt Varnish-Free finish
 Woodcore fins

Results are surprisingly light, beautiful and robust boards with a 
natural matt wooden finish. In short, an EARTH Surf board will be 
your loyal travel companion for all your surfing adventures.

About
 EARTH Surf



construction Inside The EARTH Surf

EARTH Surf boards

PAULOWNIA WOOD 
Fast-growing, lightweight,  
warp resistant and strong. 
The entire deck features this 
beautiful and renewable wood.

WOODCORE Fins  
The ultimate accessory that 
complements your adventurer set. 
All EARTH fins have been built 
around a wood core to complete  
the commitment to nature.

 FLAX FIBER  
Flax fiber is a naturally sourced 
material with similar flex and 
tensile strength to fiberglass, 
but is more durable. It is usually 
nicknamed the natural Kevlar.  
We use it on the rails and hull of 
all EARTH Surf boards.

VARNISH-FREE 
No varnish or paint is used for 
the graphics or finishing as these 
products tend to be toxic and  
are hazardous to work with.

All boards we produce are shaped and glassed as follows, ending up with beautiful and durable pieces of nature:

- Core: High density EPS Foam (1.5 lb/ft³) with central stringer

- Bottom and rail Lamination: 4 oz fiberglass + 6 oz natural Flax fiber + 4 oz fiberglass

- Deck lamination: 6 oz fiberglass + 4 oz fiberglass + 0.5 mm Paulownia wood layer + 4 oz fiberglass

- Epoxy Resin

- Matte finish



Robert’s Quad Fish Swiss Knife6’0 6’4 The Swiss Knife name says it all: it fits the 
majority of rider sizes and flies down the line in 
almost any wave conditions. Our shaper  
Gerard Dabbadie has designed this board for 
easy paddling and glide with maximum control 
while on rail. It can be ridden in any fin set up: 
as a thruster or as a quad.

About the shape: single concave to vee under  
the back foot to maximize control at the  
bottom turn.

Length: 183 cm / 6’0
Width: 56 cm / 22’’ 
Thickness: 6.4 cm / 2.5’’
Volume: 40 L
Fin setup: Quad 
Fin supplied: Woodcore Twin  
+ Woodcore GL Twin (quad)

Length: 193 cm / 6’4
Width: 54 cm / 21.25’’
Thickness: 6.8 cm / 2.68’’
Volume: 43 L
Fin setup: Thruster Tri + Quad 
Fin supplied: Woodcore Thruster Tri  
+ Woodcore GL Twin (5 fins)

The 6’0 Robert’s Quad Fish is the perfect mix 
between vintage and modernity. Its thick flat deck 
with a recess towards the rails delivers maximum 
buoyancy for fun even in small surf. Ride it as a 
twin, or as a quad for maximum speed.

About the shape: single concave on the front 
half to double concave with vee out the tail for 
smooth rail to rail transitions.
This board will give you extra speed under  
the front foot, and smooth control under  
the rear one. 



Bonzer Egg Winger6’8 7’0 The 6’8 Bonzer is the revival of a myth.  
Its famous shape, inspired from race boats, 
has been optimized to bring the seventies back 
to life. It delivers great speed and flow for a 
unique vintage riding style. The Bonzer is 
meant to be ridden with a 7” central fin and the 
legendary Bonzer twin for maximum control.

About the shape: A round vee under the nose 
that drives the water into a double concave all 
the way down to the fins. Sharp rail edges on 
the hull for precise turns.
Surfer looking for speed? The Bonzer delivers. 

The 7’0 Egg Winger is the ultimate funboard.  
It gives you plenty of length and glide for a very 
smooth riding style. The flat rocker lets you 
catch waves with ease. 

About the shape: Round bevels with a single 
concave under the nose, that evolves into vee, 
and vee double concave. The wingers of the pin 
tail maximize control while surfing on the rail.
This board means easy access to surfing and 
immediate fun.

Length: 203 cm / 6’8
Width: 54 cm / 21.25’’ 
Thickness: 6.8 cm / 2.68’’
Volume: 43 L
Fin setup : US Center Box  
+ Bonzer sides + sides
Fin supplied: 7'' Dolphin Woodcore  
+ Bonzer Woodcore Twin

Length: 213 cm / 7’0
Width: 55 cm / 21.68’’ 
Thickness: 7.3 cm / 2.86’’
Volume: 50 L
Fin setup: US Center Box + sides
Fin supplied: 7'' Dolphin Woodcore  
+ Woodcore GL Twin



Time Cruiser SixtyNiner Log 8’2 9’4 The 8’2 Time Cruise is a timeless shape that’s 
still a lot of fun to ride. For those looking for 
classic, beautiful longboard that has proven its 
value through the years, this board is for you. 
Ride it as a single fin or for more control throw 
in the twins.

About the shape: Round bevels with a little 
concave under the nose, that evolves into a 
round vee to flat vee under the pin tail.  
Boxy rails for maximum buoyancy.

The 9’4 SixtyNiner Log is a tribute to the origins 
of longboarding. Styled after the solidwood 
boards that gave birth to what we call surfing 
today, with a traditional longboard outline and an 
extra wide square tail that facilitates planning.

About the shape: Round bevels with concave 
under the nose, that evolves into a Belly Vee to 
vee under the tail. The recess step rail makes it 
particularly easy for noseriding and bottom turns.
This shape honors the past while inventing the 
future with modern eco-focused construction.

Length: 248 cm / 8’2
Width: 57 cm / 22.5’’ 
Thickness: 7.3 cm / 2.86’’
Volume: 63 L
Fin setup: US Center Box + sides
Fin supplied: 7'' Dolphin Woodcore  
+ Woodcore GL Twin

Length: 280 cm / 9’4
Width: 58 cm / 22.86’’
Thickness: 7.6 cm / 3’’
Volume: 80 L
Fin setup: US Center Box
Fin supplied: 10'' Dolphin Woodcore
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